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### Law Online Publications from Oxford

Oxford University Press’s online legal content provides users with high-quality content from leading experts, offering fast access to reliable and authoritative materials. With services across key areas of law, Oxford’s online law resources provide students, scholars, and practitioners with comprehensive, trusted content for every need.
The only fully integrated service to combine market-leading commentaries with rigorous, selective national case reports and analysis from EU member states.

The service comprises enhanced online versions of:

- Bellamy & Child: European Union Law of Competition
- Faull & Nikpay on The EU Law of Competition
- Whish & Bailey on Competition Law

Investment Claims is an acclaimed service for both practitioners and academic users. Regular updates mean that subscribers have access to a fully integrated suite of current and high quality content including:

- Arbitration awards and decisions with peer-reviewed case reports and analysis
- Bilateral investment treaty sets
- Multilateral treaties
- Investment treaty overviews from expert correspondents
- Key monographs
- Yearbook articles
- Arbitral rules
- National legislation
- English translations of key portions of non-English decisions
This platform allows users to perform a single search across all three of our constitutional law services, ensuring speedy, inclusive results.

**OXFORD CONSTITUTIONS OF THE WORLD**

The only resource to contain fully-translated English-language versions of all the world’s constitutions (both national and sub-national), accompanied by individual jurisdictional commentaries, and supplementary materials, including foundation documents, historical versions of constitutions, and amendment Acts/Laws.

**US CONSTITUTIONAL LAW**

A comprehensive research resource on the law, politics, and history of constitutionalism in the United States at the federal and state levels. This service provides:

- Article-by-article commentaries on the history and current practice of every State Constitution, providing valuable context to constitutional documents
- The full text of current and historical State and Federal constitutions, facilitating research and analysis of these texts over time

**NEW MAX PLANCK ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPARATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW**

The *Max Planck Encyclopedia of Comparative Constitutional Law* is a comprehensive online resource, containing analytical comparative articles offering a global overview of constitutional law. Developed with constitutional lawyers, academics, and students in mind, the encyclopedia has new articles added, and content updated throughout the year.
This service has set new standards for currency and coverage of public international case law, reporting on international courts, domestic courts, and ad hoc tribunals. Case reports contain the full text of each decision and headnote, as well as analytical commentary, and English translations of a number of key non-English decisions.

The case law is divided into seven modules, available separately or in any combination of the seven:

- International Law in EU Courts
- International Trade Law Decisions
- International Law in Domestic Courts
- International Criminal Law
- International Human Rights Law
- International Investment Claims
- International Courts of General Jurisdiction*

*Module provided free of charge with any subscription to Oxford Reports on International Law

A comprehensive online resource containing peer-reviewed articles on every aspect of public international law. Written and edited by an incomparable team of over 800 scholars and practitioners, published in partnership with the Max Planck Foundation for International Peace and the Rule of Law, and updated throughout the year, this major reference work is essential for anyone researching or teaching international law.

The premier resource for historical treaty research, and home to the full text of The Consolidated Treaty Series, the only comprehensive collection of treaties of all nations concluded from 1648 through 1919.
This service contains full-text online editions of over 150 market-leading reference works and treatises, such as Oppenheim, Oxford Handbooks, and the Oxford Commentaries on International Law.

Authoritative treatises, which continue to define their area of law

Black-letter reference works and commentaries, which will help to answer practical questions about the law

Classic works on international law, which remain influential in their field today

Flagship publications, which provide innovative perspectives on current legal problems.

See the full title list at www.opil.ouplaw.com/osail
Developed in conjunction with the Manchester International Law Centre, this online resource is a unique repository for acts and practices of international organizations. It collects and analyses primary materials from and about international organizations, ranging from their constituent instruments, resolutions, agreements with host states, to national and international court decisions.

**Oxford International Organizations:**

Provides practitioners, scholars, and students with instant access to classic as well as more obscure materials on the law of international organizations

Enables comparative research across a wide range of organizations

Headnotes include expert analysis of each document, setting out its impact on the internal working of the organization in question; and the development of the law of international organizations generally

Includes over 200 headnotes, and is continuously expanded with new materials to give researchers a full overview of the legal frameworks, processes, and impact of a growing range of organizations
The Oxford Legal Research Library provides integrated access to key law titles across four subject area collections: International Commercial Law, International Commercial Arbitration, Financial and Banking Law, and Private International Law.

These collections bring together authoritative titles—established and new—written by world-renowned authors, making them essential to all those advising on or researching in these areas.

Access to over 95 books containing first class analysis and opinion

New titles and editions added regularly to maintain topicality, with updates between editions for relevant titles

Cross-search all content across the research library, by module, or by title with full search and browse functionality

Key authors in each subject area include:

- International Commercial Arbitration
  Redfern & Hunter, Weigand, Moser & Choong, Gallagher ...

- International Commercial Law
  Bridge, Furmston, Dickinson, Goode, Kee, Kronke, McKendrick, Schwenzer, Vogenauer and many others...

- Financial and Banking Law
  Blair QC, Buchheit, Busch, Derham, Ferrarini, Gleeson, Guynn, Gullifer, Lastra, Paterson, Proctor, Lomnicka, McMeel, Moloney, Zakrzewski and many others...

- Private International Law
  Cheshire, North & Fawcett, Briggs, Garnett, Hartley, Raphael, Fentiman ...
The Oxford Journals Law Collection is an essential resource for scholars and practitioners worldwide, including top-quality journals produced in partnership with prestigious legal organizations and societies.

Oxford University Press is the leading publisher of international law scholarship, and journals in the Law Collection reflect this exceptional reputation. The Law Collection covers many areas of legal scholarship, such as commercial, economic, and refugee law, as well as criminal justice.

The Oxford Journals Law Archive enables researchers to enhance their understanding by tracking changes in knowledge and opinion over several decades. As well as important papers in legal studies and international law, the archive also encompasses areas from human rights, to medical and environmental law.
Oxford Handbooks Online: Law

oxfordhandbooks.com

Oxford Handbooks Online brings together the world’s leading scholars to write review essays that evaluate the current thinking on topics.

- Subjects include: Contract Law, Criminal Law, Financial Law, History of Law, and more

- Available via subscription and one-time purchase

Oxford Bibliographies in International Law

oxfordbibliographies.com

Oxford Bibliographies is a cutting-edge resource that combines the best features of an annotated bibliography and a high-level encyclopedia.

- Subjects include: Internal Courts, Immunities, Treaties, Jurisdiction, Jurisprudence, and more.

- Available via subscription and one-time purchase
Very Short Introductions (Online)

veryshortintroductions.com

Very Short Introductions provide the perfect introduction to subjects you previously knew nothing about.

• Subjects include: Family Law, Human Rights and Immigration, Policing, Legal System and Practice, and more

• Available via subscription

University Press Scholarship Online: Law

universitypressscholarship.com

University Press Scholarship Online makes outstanding works in law cross searchable on one state-of-the-art platform.

• Subjects include: Constitutional and Administrative Law, Company and Commercial Law, Energy Law, Medical Law, and more

• Available via subscription, one-time purchase, and title-by-title
HOW TO CONTACT US

For further information to request a free trial access, or to get pricing information, for your institution, please contact us:

OUTSIDE THE AMERICAS:

Email: institutionalsales@oup.com • Telephone: +44 (0) 1865 353705

WITHIN THE AMERICAS

Email: library.sales@oup.com • Telephone: 1-800-624-0153

CONNECT

LIBRARIAN NEWSLETTERS

Join our mailing list and receive our Librarian Newsletter to keep informed of online resource announcements and updates.

Sign up at globaloup.com/academic/emailpreferences/subscribe

SOCIAL MEDIA

Follow us for updates and interesting content to share with your users!

@OUPLibraries
facebook.com/OUPAcademic
oupacademic.tumblr.com
pinterest.com/oupacademic/
oublog.com

RESOURCES FOR LIBRARIANS

global.oup.com/online/librarians

We provide a number of tools and resources to help encourage discoverability and usage of our online products and journals in your institution. Visit our website to:

• Access tools and resources to help you promote the availability of our products in your institution

• Connect with a range of training tools, including live and recorded demonstrations

• Discover tools and tips for managing your new online resources with COUNTER-compliant usage statistics, MARC records, and more